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28 August 2021 

To: IVRA Directors 

 

Dear colleagues,  

I hope this letter finds you and your family well and safe. 

After the difficult recent period, we really think that it is time to restart encouraging and supporting less 
fortunate radiologists to move at different international Institutions and to benefit from imaging 
experiences and learning opportunities within IVRA.     

For this reason, from August applications for the Educational Scholarships have been reopened. Two 
scholarships are available for 2022. These are dedicated to a member of staff of a Veterinary Faculty that 
teaches Diagnostic Imaging to spend a few weeks or months at a Diagnostic Imaging facility, preferably a 
University Hospital, that has specialist veterinary radiologists and advanced imaging equipment. The 
training period must start in 2022, Covid permitting. The closing date for the Educational Scholarship 2022 
is 15 December 2021. Should one or both scholarships not be granted in 2022, new applicants will be 
sought for 2023, the year of the IVRA meeting in Dublin. 

I would appreciate it if you could alter this letter appropriately and forward it to Vet schools in your regions, 
particularly those with poor imaging infrastructure and knowledge. Place your name at the bottom in place 
of mine as a director and in this way IVRA can present a formal front to the institutions we are addressing.  

Detailed information and application procedures are present on the IVRA web site. Please, go to 
https://www.ivraimaging.org/ivra-awards/educational-scholarships for more information on how to apply. 
If you need some help or clarifications, write to dott. Federica Rossi at federica.rossi@anicura.it   

Please get this correspondence out to the relevant vet schools as soon as possible. Alternatively send me 
the name and e-mail address of appropriate Veterinary  Faculties and I will send the letters.  

 

With kind regards 

Federica 


